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Abstract

Abstract

In this work we study the annihilation of fermionic dark matter, considering it as a neutral particle
with non vanishing magnetic (M) and electric (D) dipolar moments. The e↵ective cross section
is computed to the process �� ! �� is made starting from a general form of coupling ��� in the
framework of an extension of the Standard Model. By taking into account annihilation of DM pairs
into mono-energetic photons, we found that for small masses, m�  10GeV, an electric dipole
moment ⇠ 10�16 e cm is required to satisfy the current residual density inferences. Additionally,
in order to pin down models viable to describe the physics of dark matter at the early Universe we
also constrain our model according to recent measurements of the temperature anisotropies of the
cosmic background radiation, we report constraints to the electric and magnetic dipolar moments
for a range of masses within our model.
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Theoretical framework

Theoretical framework

Within the DDM framework ��̄ pairs are able to annihilate into two photons through
processes corresponding to the Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 1. There are other
relevant annihilation processes such as ��̄ ! � Z

0 and ��̄ ! � H
0. However in this work

we assume that the �� channel is the most relevant in the cosmological scenario [1].
According to [1], the spectrum of secondary photons produced by annihilation is homoge-
neous and has a cuto↵ at E� = m� where as it barely depends on m� and takes the same
form for any channel, therefore we can assume that photons are monochromatic.
For such a thermal particle with a weak-scale mass that annihilates through the s-channel,
the relative density corresponding to its relic abundance can be inferred from di↵erent
cosmological observations [2, 3, 4].

⌦cdmh
2 ⇡ 3⇥ 10�26cm3/s

h�annvreli
, (1)

with vrel being the relative velocity.
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Theoretical framework The e↵ective Lagrangian for coupling

Theoretical framework

The e↵ective Lagrangian for the coupling of a Dirac fermion with magnetic and electric
dipolar moment with the electromagnetic field is [5]

L�� = � i

2
��µ⌫(M + D�5)�Fµ⌫ , (2)

where � denotes DDM field, Fµ⌫ is the electromagnetic tensor, and the coupling form is
given as �µ⌫(M +D�5), where D and M are the electrical and magnetic dipolar moments
respectively, both with units e cm.

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for �� ! ��.
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Theoretical framework E↵ective cross section of the annihilation process: �� ! ��

Theoretical framework

We consider the annihilation process �� ! �� with the same DDM particle as the prop-
agator. E↵ective cross section is computed in the frame of center of mass (CM). For this
process one have two contributions at low order (see Figure 1). Hence, the amplitude of
DDM annihilation is M = M1 +M2. So, the total amplitude M is

M =� ✏⇤⇢(k2)✏
⇤
�(k1)ū(p2)


k2⌫k1µ�

⌫⇢(M + D�5)

✓
/q1

+m�

q2
1 �m2

�

◆
�µ�(M + D�5)

+ k1⌫k2µ�
⌫�(M + D�5)

✓
/q2

+m�

q2
2 �m2

�

◆
�µ⇢(M + D�5)

�
u(p1),

(3)

where k1, k2 and p1, p2 are the quadrimoments output and input respectively; q1 and q2

are the transferred quadrimoments, and m� is the DDM particle mass.
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Theoretical framework E↵ective cross section of the annihilation process: �� ! ��

Theoretical framework

To compute | M |2, we take into account that p2
1 = m

2
�, k

2
1 = 0, and k

2
2 = 0 being that

the resulting particles are photons.

So, | M |2 takes the expression
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E
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�
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2
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,

(4)

where p is the DDM moment and ✓ is the scattering angle.
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Theoretical framework E↵ective cross section of the annihilation process: �� ! ��

Theoretical framework

Then, we derive the di↵erential e↵ective annihilation cross section �ann, which reads as

d�ann

d⌦
=

1

64⇡2

E�

(2E�)2p

E2
�

E2
� � p2cos2✓

⇥ [16(�m4
� + p2m2

� + E4
� +m2

�E
2
� � (2p2m2

� + 2p2E2
�)cos

2✓ + p4cos4✓)(M4 + D4)
+ 32(m4

� + 3p2m2
� � E4

� + 3m2
�E

2
� + (2p2E2

� � 6p2m2
�)cos

2✓ � p4cos4✓)(M2D2)],
(5)

where we use the Equation (4), as well as |p1| = p, |p3| = E�, E1 = E2 = E� =
p

p2 +m2
�,

| v1 � v2 |= vrel =
2p
E�

.
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Theoretical framework E↵ective cross section of the annihilation process: �� ! ��

Theoretical framework

Since DM mean velocity is almost vanishing -hence the velocity dispersion-, we must work
within the non-relativistic limit. Then, by using the method in Ref. [6], and the relation

h�annvreli ⇡ arel + brelhv 2
reli = arel +

6brel
x

given in [7], hv 2
reli =

6
x
:

h�ann vreli = c̃0 m
2
GeV M

4
16H(f , x), (6)

where c̃0 = 1.71423 ⇥ 10�30,mGeV = m�

GeV , D,M ! D16 = D/10�16,M16 = M/10�16;
x = m�

T is the decoupling energy (T is temperature), which in non-relativistic limit x >> 1
(or T << m�), and the dimensionless function H(f , x):

H(f , x) = 6(1 + 6f 2 + f
4) +

6
x
(3 + 2f 2 + 3f 4). (7)

We set x to the magical number x = m�

T ⇠ 22, which is its typical value for WIMPS [8].
In this way, the theoretical parameter-set we shall use onward is {m�,M16, f }.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck

Constraints

We determine a parameter subspace of DDM models that is consistent with some cosmo-
logical constraints derived from Planck measurements of the temperature anisotropies of
the cosmic background radiation:

We consider phenomenological constraints in the feh�annvreli �m� plane (fe a non
perfect absorption e�ciency is assumed) [9, 10].

We determine the projected posterior probability distribution (PPD) for m�, such
that our prediction of the relative density of the cold dark matter relic ⌦cdmh

2 is
consistent with the most recent measurements according to Planck [2].
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraints

Figure 2: Solid lines delimit regions of exclusion in the feh�annvrel i �m� plane of WIMPs
annihilating to photons CMB measurements. Dashed lines correspond to theoretical predictions
within the DDM model for f = 1 and M16 = 0.117, 0.250, 0.670, 10.0.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraints

Relic abundance bound provides a lower bound mlow , the CMB-Planck constraint provides
an upper bound for the DM particle mass m� within models with M16 < M

⇤
16, this one

implies that
mlow

GeV
=

✓
1.95⇥ 10�15

M16

◆2 ✓
1

H(f )

◆1/2

, (8)

mup

GeV
=

✓
5.84
M16

◆4 1
H(f )

. (9)
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraints

Figure 3: Level-contours for mup(M16, f )(top) and mlow (M16, f )(bottom). Each solid line
corresponds to the upper and lower limits of DDM mass respectively for a variety of models with
di↵erent values of dipolar electric and magnetic moments according to Planck.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraits

Figure 4: Blue, purple and magenta regions correspond to the theoretically predicted regions of
the DM relative density for f = 2, 1, 0 respectively. Within each region M16 runs between [1, 3].
Graph shows the residual abundance (1) for D16 = 3.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraints

Now let us proceed to describe the procedure used to sample the DDM parameter space.
We calculated the �2 statistical estimator corresponding to the most recent measurement
of the relative density of cold dark matter from Planck data-sets shown in the Table I.

Plik CamSpec Combinado
⌦cdmh

2 ± 1� 0.12± 0.0012 0.1197± 0.0012 0.1198± 0.0012

Table 1: Relative density of cold dark matter from Planck data-sets.

For this purpose, the corresponding theoretical prediction is related to the thermally aver-
aged cross section computed previously, 1.
We can assume, as a fair approximation, a normal likelihood distribution for ⌦cdm con-
sidering a flat prior. Parameter space (m�,M16, f ) to describe a measurement of ⌦cdmh

2

reads

P(⌦(th)
cdm|⌦

(ob)
cdm) = e��2

where �2(m�,M, f ) =

⇣
⌦(th)

cdm(m�,M, f )� ⌦(ob)
cdm

⌘2

�2
.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Constraints

Figure 5: 1D projection posterior distributions for the dark matter mass for the following values
of the electric/magnetic dipolar moments ratio f = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and magnetic dipolar moment
equal to the cuto↵ M⇤

16 = 0.44 established by CMB-Planck data.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Now let us consider that D16 = M16 under the assumption that both electrical and magnetic
dipolar moments are the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the e↵ective annihilation
cross section expression by the relative thermally averaged speed for the process �� ! ��
is:

h�annvreli = 48c̃0m
2
GeVD

4
16


1 +

1
x

�
cm3s�1. (10)

We are taking into account the upper limit for dipolar moments, D16 = M16  3, reported
by K. Sigurdson et al. [5] and the decoupling energy for the WIMPs, x ⇠= 22.
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Constraints on the DDM parameter-space according to Planck
Constraints from measurements of the Temperature Anisotropies of the

CMB by Planck

Scenario f = 1

Figure 6: The DM relative energy density. The red stripe shows the nowadays relative density of
DM inferred from CMB measurements by Planck. Each purple line corresponds to the theoretical
prediction of the relative density as a function of m�. Di↵erent dashed lines correspond to several
values of the magnetic dipole moment assuming that M16 = D16.
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Conclusions

Conclusions

In this work we studied the DM annihilation, considering it as a neutral particle with
non vanishing magnetic and/or electric moments, M ⇠ D laying below the upper
bound of 3⇥ 10�16 e cm.

We restricted the parameters space involved in the thermally averaged annihilation
cross section in order that the DDM model to be consistent with cosmological data.

By imposing CMB bounds and fixing M16, f values, there exists an upper bound for
DDM particle mass, mup. Moreover, in order to m� to be consistent with
measurements of the relative density of dark matter today a lower bound mlow is
imposed.

The resulting allowed mass range lies around 500GeV, and if f ⇠ 1 then the allowed
range of M16 is consistent with the CMB data-set.

With CMB constraint implications and the relic abundance measurement as well, we
found the upper cuto↵ M

⇤
16 = 0.44 for the magnetic dipolar moment (when f ⇠ 1).

Afterwards, we estimated the projected posterior distributions for m� taken several f
values, and by fixing the magnetic dipolar moment M16 to a value below M

⇤
16 in

accordance to the CMB prior.
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